
 
Sir,  
 
As a private member of the public- but one using open-source operating 
systems (Ubuntu Linux), please could the BBC consider the possibility 
that FOSS developers could help you extend the reach of on-demand 
content, where commercial manufacturers do not wish to tread... 
 
Specifically, it is around the self-build options. 
 
First - please be aware that Adobe appear to be withdrawing from 
offering general Flash implementations from the mobile markets, and 
Flash performance on Linux has always been a bit ropey - meaning that 
iPlayer performance on Linux - especially on low-power machines, has 
never been that good.  Surely the very last thing the Beeb would want is 
for the reach to be artificially restricted through another company's 
roadmap. 
 
In the open-source world, most media players are designed in a modular 
manner - the actual different functionality is handled through plugins, 
sometimes written by different people.  XBMC, VLC, Totem, XINE... a 
number of playback clients exist, each of which can access any and all 
content through a common player app.  In many cases, these players are 
better positioned to provide a high-quality display, and not stress the 
user's hardware too much (XBMC, for example, is extremely good at H264 
playback, making use of a decent GPU if one is there; Flash recently had 
the accelerated video rendering logic disabled in version 11, meaning 
that on low-power netbooks with powerful GPUs - the Lenovo Ideapad S12 
comprising an Intel Atom N270 CPU coupled with an NVIDIA ION GPU - the 
GPU sits idle, and the video stream locks up under Flash).  All that is 
needed is a whitelisted plugin that could access and present the 
metadata.. then play out the content selected. 
 
IPVISION said in their submission "The optimum position would see the 
BBC retain control over content encoding, protection and delivery, 
exposing these centralised functions as web services to third parties 
through a series of Application Programming Interfaces(APIs). Third 
parties would be free to build user interfaces within the constraints of 
guidelines and associated terms and conditions, passing control to the 
BBC infrastructure for playout using the APIs. On this basis, the BBC’s 
ability to control delivery windows, revoke content and so on would be 
unaffected. Indeed, these APIs already exist and are used to power the 
BBC iPlayer service today. We are merely suggesting that these APIs also 
be made available for third party use under set terms 
and conditions."   
 
Please could the BBC widen the conditions suggested so that open-source 
developers could write plugins and clients for differing architectures 
and future kit... this could be done by providing the APIs under 
open-source licence agreements.  By all means, watermark and DOG the 
content before you play it out - but let the FOSS community help you. 
Maybe these APIs could be licensed under BSD or LGPL-like terms? 



 
However, please let the developers of the playback plugins release their 
products as open-source - they can then be compiled onto different 
architectures.... we could then have iPlayer access on SPARC, low-spec 
solutions... all types.  Even source-only distributions, like Gentoo, as 
well as Ubuntu, SuSE, Red Hat... 
 
Give us different resolution streams, roadmaps, spec documents...  
 
Other examples of where this has been done - the CuteTube-QML client has 
been written for Maemo - this plays out Youtube content more efficiently 
than trying to use the websites.. the key issue is it's open-source. 
 
The other issue is that in times of recession, Linux has enabled device 
reuse... people have built their own STBs out of repurposed XBOX 1s 
etc.. or they want to use MythTV to construct a solution for them... 
this can only enhance and work in with this versatile market. 
 
If Adobe withdrew from developing Flash for Linux down the line, I 
really do NOT fancy being locked to a more limited range of OSs to run 
iPlayer... 
 
Also - if you need to control it in some way - please could you make the 
process where plugins can be whitelisted an easy one to follow - 
currently several FOSS developers tried to engage you to no effect 
(again, XBMC). 
 
 
Thanks for listening to my suggestions. 
 
Yours faithfully, 
 
Alex Cockell 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Text of my response: 
 
1  I am confused why there is no mention of the legal issues (Wireless   
Telegraphy Act) regarding use of the non linear service TV to view   
output.  From a recent BBC R4 programme I understood that it was   
illegal to view TV by computer (and other ? platforms) if you or your   
household were non licence fee payers (LFP).  If this is the case how   
do you (or the licence police) challenge people viewing TV output on   
another platform?  Do you make it clear even on i-player that you need   
to be 'covered' by a licence?  You keep talking about the vfm for the   
LFP, but are you missing a logic step?  Are you saying that there is   
no material difference between a 'person' (a term used in your   
document to refer to a nonLFP I think) and an lfp who use another   
platform to view TV?   Many years ago the Radio Licence was abolished   
(?or subsumed into the TV licence) because it was becoming impossible   
to police users of transistor / portable radios and @ 7/6 it was not   
worth collecting.  I remember the Radio licence (born June 1955 and   
about to be done out of retiring @ 65 too). Is the new 'angels dancing   
on the head of the pin' issue the watching of TV on alternative /   
other platforms? 
 
In para 1.3.1 you say 'public value' is best served by ensuring as   
many people as possible can access BBC on-demand content'  This people   
is a group larger than the LFPs who if your logic holds paid to access   
the content on TVs in real time.  Why should anyone continue to pay   
the licence fee if as a person you can access the on-demand service   
free anyway (another para said this)? 
 
 
2  If the BBC gets paid to provide its output (TV or radio in short or   
long sessions) on other platforms and it can offset those £ redacted   
sums it costs to provide the output to these platforms by these   
charges, all the navel gazing on vfm and service for LFPs is hot air.    
Responding to a document with all 
£ redacted is wierd.  How do we know if the syndication is vfm if we   
don't know the finances.   I suppose its in the commercial in   
confidence area, but it is very strange to have a whole table   
effectively blank. 
Also the licence fee isn't hypothecated to budget lines, because the   
BBC has 'other income' to offset all sorts of things.  So, is it time   
to say LFP = tax payer and the antiquated and clanking collection of   
the fee should be a sum on the tax bill or a sum added to the cost of   
any TV and other platform to receive a signal/output.  I think it   
would be a big saving in enforcement and detection vans if this was   
done.  It would also simplify the collection.    One of the criteria   
you specify (1.3.4 (g) (p5) of draft consultation document states that   
access to the syndicated service (should/must?) be free of charge.  I   
am assuming that the BBC gets paid for letting these other platforms   
'make available/broadcast' output?  If this syndication goes ahead ot   
will be interesting to see how many people stop paying their TV   
licence fee. 



 
3   With the non-requested digital switchover you dis-enfranchised a   
lot of LFP and ?people and caused us to retune TWICE in 10 days.   It   
looked like the tail was wagging the dog to me.  Will the syndicated   
thing be sorted out in time for the turning off of FM radio   
broadcasts?  With the intro of FM you caused a lot of grief to people   
with AM & LW car radios.  You will cause a lot of grief again with the   
digital thing for car radios too.  Where is the planning and thinking   
for 'people and LFPs'? 
 
4    I like the i-player especially for radio output.  I am a BBC R4   
and real R7 (aka R4X) listener.  Some items are there always yet   
others disappear after a week.  In the new world is everything going   
to be there always?  You managed it eventually for Desert Island   
Discs!  I would probably buy an MP3 player and stock up on plays and   
crime & thriller series and have my personal R7 on tap.  In the dim   
distant past I seem to remember we were all being illegal when we   
recorded plays onto casette tapes for future use.  All that seems to   
have been changed and forgotten. 
 
5   The news 'programme' @ 10pm BBC1 (why can't it just be the news?)   
is already like syndicated output.  On the World @ One (BBC R4) has   
the words/speech of the items which are then shown @ ten with   
pictures.  Who do you think you are kidding that you need to displace   
news from 9pm for breaking news when it broadcasts words and voices   
heard on the Radio between 1pm and now 1.45pm.  I had considered   
recording the News and listening to it the next day but then the today   
programme has the fresh news so why bother?  News on BBC1 @ 10pm is   
redundant. 
 
6   I found the BBC documents interesting to read and comprehendible.    
The media firm's executive summary was very badly written and full of   
unexplained technical terms.  If you paid for that you were robbed.  I   
would be ashamed to put my name to a document like that. 
 
7   I think your excitement re syndication is for the youngsters.    
They are fickle.  I am surprized that there are so many of them with   
these iphone like gadgets in our straitened times.  Also, your stats   
on tv purchases is partly driven by technical advances and partly   
because you pulled the rug from non-digital TVs and made them   
redundant overnight and folk bought a new TV instead of a set top box   
to continue to receive their licence fee programmes plus others. 
 
It has been a novel experience delving into BBC strategy. 
 
best wishes with analysing the responses you will be getting re this   
consultation.   
 
Dr Marjorie Gardner 
 
 



Dear Sir 

 In my humble opinion the BBC can do no wrong, The BBC charge £145.00, and for that 

deliver fantastic programmes, many of which they have made themselves. Delivery by Radio 

and TV, and of course by i player,. I wish everyone would stop and consider what good 

value that is against something like Sky , that creates nothing & their basic charge is around 

£350.00 .  

 I note the Boards obligation to protect the licence fee/income. To that extent I would 

suggest that the i player is actuallyless free than at the moment.  

There are zillions, of methods of payment for a computer programme to enable i  player via 

a computer or iphone.  and or a card for a TV receiver  or  whatever method is preferred.  

 Every TV licence can have a number , that allows access to that computer programme for a 

year and two weeks (to allow for forget-fullness) and therefore access to i player.  

 I believe  BBC news should be accessible world wide  without any restriction. It is the 

flagship of the BBC, and indeed the country , and whilst some ( politicians & 

others )  complain about the impartiality of the news being breached, I believe 98 percent of 

the time it's fine . Compare the BBC with Fox , actually you can't !!  The fact the beeb gives 

everyone a run for their money is fine. I believe the bbc can work with their competitors , 

for example coming to an arrangement with ITV to schedule x factor and strictly come 

dancing , so they don't clash, is perfectly in order and shows the BBC is not out to crush 

everyone else.  

 I urge the board not to take to much notice of the industry, such as Virgin and Sky who 

have commercial interests at heart, Even if they send the BBC on a wild goose chase, during 

a consultation , they have succeeded.  

I also have to refer to a previous consultation reply when I said with incredulity , ""why 

would anyone want to watch tv on the move""  of course now I am an avid user of the bbc 

news on the i phone, and once in a while look at i player on the i phone.  

 I use i player at home from time to time.. it is very very handy to have around . Long may 

it continue, but let everyone, not just some people pay for the BBC licence fee (excluding 

old and infirm as seen fit by better people than me  ) .  

 Finally in passing , & off topic ,  the government has dumped the cost of the world service 

onto  the beeb, Renegotiate terms  !!! 

The world service could be a basic free tv service delivered by i player. BBC world is failing 

to deliver good programming  really , whereas it should be promoting the country not 

kicking the country in the teeth,. after all we pay !. I will never forget in the middle of the 

BSE crisis, the bbc's ""run in "" to programming included pictures of the country and the 

""infamous staggering cow"" That ran for years really putting an end to the British Beef 

industry for a decade or more. Or put another way, Free adverting not to eat British beef.  

 Bill Hollis  



 
 Dear Sir 
 
With regard to on-line access I would like to recommend that access is  
limited to Licence Fee payers. This could easily be done by requiring  
users of for example BBC iplayer toregister using their licence number  
and to log in using a password. 
 
People who do not have licences should be required to pay either an  
annual fee for using i-player or on an item basis. I know of people who  
access the BBC (radio & TV = streamed, podcast or i-player) totally  
through the internet. I think this is unfair on licence fee payers. 
 
This system should be extended to users accessing on-line material from  
overseas. I regularly travel overseas and if I try to download  
programmes I am told that the system has determined that I am In  
Afghanistan (for example - as I have been there many times over the last  
few years) and that is not possible to use i-player. This can be  
overcome by subscribing to a VPN site for $10 per month - which I (and  
presumably many others) do.  However I think a better system would be to  
make access while overseas possible for licence payers. Likewise, for  
people who do not have licences, access should be made possible by a  
system of fees - not exceeding the cost of VPN - about $10 per month. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
Paul D Smith 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
--  
 

 

 

 

 
 



Dear Sir/Madam, 
 
I would like to express a few personal views on the syndication of BBC on-demand content. 
 
I believe that the current process do allow easy and timely access to licence fee payers 
however it also allows easy and timely access to non licence-fee payers. 
 
There is restriction on access from outside the United Kingdom which prevents licence fee 
payers who happen to be temporarily (or even permanently) outside of the United Kingdom. 
 
Recommendation: All BBC website including that of BBC on-demand content and all on-line 
articles should be restricted to licence fee payers only, from anywhere in the world. 
 
This can be achieved by restricting access to the sites by way of a licence wall, similar to a 
pay wall but the subscription is the licence fee. No addition subscription charge should apply. 
The content would be accessed with no additional charge rather than free of charge. 
 
Access would be achieved by entering a licence number and password issued on the licence. 
This may also be adapted to encourage people to pay for their licence on-line and thereby 
reducing the costs of hard-copy administration. For those who have forgotten their 
password then an automatic email could be sent to the licence fee payers registered email 
address. If the licence fee payer has not paid for their licence online they can register as 
they would to pay or renew they licence on-line. It should not be restricted to one computer 
or platform; just as a licence is not restricted to one television. 
 
Overseas licence fee payers could generate considerable income. Many overseas viewers are 
just using proxy servers based in the United Kingdom to over-ride the restrictions on the 
current BBC websites. 
 
The BBC World Service should remain unrestricted access however the content should be  of 
an international nature under the guidelines previously directed by the Foreign and 
Commonwealth Office. This is due to the different objectives of the World Service compared 
to the domestic service. 
 
If possible, I would like the on-demand content to be available for longer and if it is part of 
a series then each episode should be available for the same amount of time rather than all 
becoming unavailable at the same time. It is understandable that there would be increased 
costs of server space required to enable content to be accessed for longer but this could be 
funded by the additional revenues gained from overseas licence fee payers. The mode 
average length of holiday is weeks and therefore the availability should be longer than that 
to enable a reasonable amount of time to view missed programmes. 
 
 
Jonathan D Taylor 
 
 
 

 

 



Dear BBC Trust and Executive, 

 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your future plans for the syndication of BBC 

content. 

 

This is a subject which greatly interests me and as such I have decided to give my opinion 

in the hope I could help steer your policy. 

 

I am [obviously] a BBC Licence Fee payer and a Sky subscriber. My family and I are keen 

consumers of all kinds of television - nowadays with particular emphasis on the children's 

channels, particularly BBC CBeebies and Disney Junior. We also subscribe to Sky's HD 

services and Sky+ function. With a busy family life the ability to "time-shift" is very 

important. For instance I don't think we have watched an episode of "Strictly Come 

Dancing" or "The X-Factor" 'live as broadcast' for many  years. It is far more convenient to 

have a 'Series Link' and to watch at a later, more convenient time. 

 

I regularly trawl the TV Guide looking for programmes on all channels which I have access 

to or subscribe to, to set for recording for viewing at a later time. This brings me to Sky's 

Anytime and Anytime+ service, and the BBC iPlayer. As I'm sure you are aware, a couple of 

years ago Sky started the Anytime service for Sky+ subscribers. Basically the function 

provides a 'pick' of programmes they want to highlight to you (for commercial reasons no 

doubt) from a spectrum of their pay channels. Obviously no content from the BBC has been 

included. More recently they launched Anytime+ to subscribers who have Sky+ HD 

equipment and subscribe to their Sky Broadband product. This worked on exactly the same 

principle as regular Anytime, the only difference being that none of the content was stored 

locally. A programme or movie is chosen, selected and downloaded - on demand - usually 

then available for viewing a few seconds later (depending on connection speed).  

 

As I have said my wife and I usually set your "prime time" programmes to record with Sky+ 

because we're usually out on Saturday night (for example) or busy with our children. 

Sometimes however, I forget to set a recording. I refer to a programme broadcast earlier in 

the year: "So You Think You Can Dance". This programme wasn't of particular interest to 

me but to my wife it was. As I'm 'the one with the remote' it was my duty to set it to record. 

I frequently forgot - and got in to trouble! I always said to my wife - "it's OK, we'll watch it 

on the iPlayer". My main television is connected to a PC - a sort of Home Entertainment PC - 

with Media Centre and Blu Ray. If watching a program on the iPlayer I would use a wireless 

mouse, open a browser, navigate to the iPlayer and find the program. Start it playing, click 

the 'full screen' icon and watch.  



 

This is where Sky's service and the iPlayer, in my opinion should meet. BBC catchup (and 

archive - but that may be another matter) content should be made available to Licence Fee 

payers as quickly on Sky Anytime+ as it is the iPlayer or Virgin, BT, TalkTalk etc. In the past 

Sky have told me that the reason BBC content was not available to them was because the 

BBC maintained that the 'look' of the iPlayer had to be consistent (black and purple, I 

assume) and the Sky platform was not capable (or willing) to oblige. I would also guess that 

a factor for consideration going forward would be how and to who Sky make this service 

available to. At present Sky Anytime+ is only available to Sky Broadband customers. Would 

this constitute a third party charging for BBC content? Sky say that the reason they currently 

limit access to only Sky Broadband subscribers because they can properly control the 

variables of the service. For instance if something is not working they can investigate faults 

directly on their own network. They have also not ruled out future access to other 

broadband suppliers. 

In conclusion, it would be my desire (as a Licence Fee payer) to have full access to the 

BBC's on demand content via Sky's Anytime and Anytime+ services. I feel this would 

maximise value for money to me and make it much easier and convenient for me to 

consume my favourite programmes as well as discover new ones - as I'm sure there's so 

much more to enjoy. 

I would appreciate a change in BBC policy to allow the BBC to start a dialogue with Sky to 

bring on demand content to the platform's 4 million plus Sky HD+ subscribers. 

Thank you for taking the time to listen to my views. I hope this insight in to my viewing 

habits will help you shape the outcome of your review. 

I look forward to reading about the outcome soon. 

Kind Regards, 

Mr Christopher West 

 

 

 


